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A general control programming problem of minimizing a “primal” 
functional subject to differential and inequality constraints, is transformed 
into a reciprocal form where the extremal curve is unchanged, but the 
roles of the state and adjoint variables are interchanged. Conditions are 
given for this stationary extremal to maximise the reciprocal functional, 
thus generating a “dual” problem. Applications are made to error 
estimation of approximate control schemes. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY 
In 1929 K. 0. Friedrichs [l] described a method of changing a simple 
minimal variational problem into a maximal problem, using the Legendre 
Transformation. This work, reported by Courant and Hilbert [2-41, was an 
extension of the current ideas of earlier workers in particular of Trefftz [5] 
in 1927. They noted that a strong minimum condition was necessary to 
achieve the transformation, and that some problems (corresponding roughly 
to time optimal ones) had reciprocal formulations which were simpler than 
the original problem. Applications were made to elasticity theory [6] and to 
function theory [7] but little seems to have been done elsewhere. Recently, 
R. Bellman [8] has demonstrated that upper and lower bounds can be com- 
puted for simple variational problems using the technique of quasi-lineariza- 
tion, essentially rejuvenating some of Friedrich’s results. More recently 
&I. A. Hanson [9] has demonstrated that the Kuhn-Tucker theorem of 
nonlinear programming has a direct analogy in variational calculus and con- 
sequently a dual problem can be constructed. 
In this paper a more general type of dual problem is presented which 
originates with these ideas but is based simply on the duality between points 
and tangents. It is shown that for a large class of problems, a reciprocal 
transformation can always be carried out which reverses the roles of the state 
and adjoint variables along the same extremal. However some problems 
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prove to be more reciprocal than others since in only a limited class of pro- 
blems does the minimum transform into a maximum. 
2. GEOMETRIC CONCEPTS OF DUALITY 
The basis to the duality to be discussed here can be traced to two essen- 
tially geometric concepts [lo]. 
(i) That a continuous curve can be viewed as a locus of points or an 
envelope of tangents. 
(ii) That the problem of finding the lowest point of some curves is the 
same as finding the highest tangent under those curves. Figures 1 and 2 
FIG. 1 
FIG. 2 
illustrate these ideas. Under suitable conditions on the shape of the curve, 
minimizing d, the height of the point P, is the same problem as maximizing 
d* the height of the tangent Tat the point P. 
The relevance of these ideas to the control programming problem is that 
the performance functional u(q, , u(t)); x,, E X, u E U, t E [to , tr] where X is 
the state space and U is a control space; generates a surface over X. 
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The problem is to select u(t) E 1: so that v is minimized and thereby the 
dynamic system x’ -=f, is guided or controlled in some desired fashion. 
termed “optimal.” The functional v(+ , l?(t)) satisfies a partial differential 
equation for v(x,) : 
xcn [I;@, , 4to) 4toN ~+ (gJIf(~” ? w] + .g -= 0. ) (2.3) 0 
The minimizing value a(r,) can be selected for each to and the equation 
solved, in principle. Alternatively the gradient can be found by evaluating: 
where 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
In this way, for each point x0 a value v(xo) is associated, and these we have 
assumed define a continuous surface which has a tangent at x0 with gradient 
a~/&, . As time progresses from to to t, , the gradient is evaluated from 
Eq. (2.4). From a plot of “(x0) against x0 in Fig. 3, the intercept w can be 
predicted by: 
av (jJ E.-q--. 
ax, (2.6) 
By eliminating x0 in terms of the gradient p, = a~/&, , w(p,) is a representa- 
tion of the surface v(xo) in terms of the gradient p, Thus the Legendre 
transformation [3, 41 (2.6) transforms v from a locus of points to W, an 
envelope of tangents. Equation (2.3) can be transformed in this way to a 
tangent representation and it follows from (2.6) that the roles of x0 and p, 
are interchanged, for: 
aw i7v 
x0 -= 
8Po 
PO-q. (2.7) 
However it is simpler and more revealing to change (2.1) directly into a 
tangent representation using the relation: 
.,‘:I (XT g-,’ dt = S(t*) g (t*) - x7‘(t,) g (to) . (23) 
Thus for the functional, isolating a portion of the interval to, t, we have: 
V(XO ) u(t)) - xoT g , o = j-1: p t (dg)‘] dt 
-t t+(t*), u(t)) - S(t*) g (t*). (2.9) 
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FIG. 3 
Here the left and right hand terms are directly analogous to (2.6), and the 
integral is the reciprocal form of the functional V. Using Eq. (2.4) and (2.2) 
the actual form of this new functional becomes: 
(2.10) 
Thus Eq. (2.9) gives w(p,,) the height of the tangent which we surmise must 
be maximized under the tangent constraint (2.4) in the same way that Y(x,,), 
the height of the point was minimized under the point constraint (2.2). 
This argument has been conducted under the assumption that the surface 
v(x,,) is strictly convex [I I] and that the relation: 
PO = 2 (4x0)) (2.1 I) 
can be solved for x0 in terms of p, If this is not true then we cannot eliminate 
x0 . This in itself is no problem since we do not need to do this in practice. 
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However from Figs. 1 and 2 illustrated in Fig. 4, minimizing a point does not 
transform to maximizing a tangent if the surface is not convex. 
Since in practice it proves difficult to verify the convexity of v(q,) for non- 
linear problems the relationship here is both interesting and forboding. 
The extent to which these ideas are generally true is the content of this 
paper. 
x 
FIG. 4 
It will be more convenient to define v(x(ti)) = 0 and to redefine w as fol- 
lows: 
T av T %v w=x --x - O ax, 1 ax, + f’F*dt 1 to 
x0 = x(to) x1 = x(tl). 
Then w is the reciprocal formulation of interest. 
(2.12) 
3. THE PRIMAL CONTROL PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
The problem to be considered is one of controlling a system from an initial 
state x0 on a surface #o , to a final state xi on a surface #r , in a manner which 
considers both the path, the initial, and the final states. Minimize 
4x0 3 u(t)) = go(xo 9 to) + gdx1 , '1 t ) + j+::F(x. u, t) dt (3.1) 
(4 4o(xo j to) = 0 i = 1, 2, ‘.. so 
(b) c& 1 tl) = 0 i = 1, 2, . ‘. si 
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(c) (xi)’ =.fi(x, u, t) 4to) = x0 
x(h) = Xl 
i = 1, 2, . ..n 
(d) P(x, u, t) ‘3 0 i = 1, 2, *** r. 
Here, x(t) is the state n-vector at time t with components xi(t), and similarly, 
u(t) is the control m-vector. 
We assume that no more than m’ < m components of R may be zero at 
any time and that the m’ equations may be solved for m’ components of u(t) 
as required. 
Letfi, g, , Ri, F, and & be doubly continuous functions of x(t), t E Xn+l, 
c(t) E UT”. 
Consider the class of admissible paths x(t) which satisfy constraints (a)-(d) 
under the influence of piecewise doubly continuous controls u(t). Let 
C(t) be an optimal control which minimizes v(xo , u(t)) subject to constraints 
(a)-(d), and let g be the optimal path (Zt)._ Let the vector functions & ,f, 
and R have independent components along K. Then according to Berkovitz 
[12] and Bliss [13] we have: 
THEOREM I (Berkovitz). Let C(t) b e an admissible optimal control, let 
x be the corresponding normal path, and let S(t) be the function defining k on 
[to, tJ. Then there exists a n-vector p(t) dejned and continuous on the interval 
[to, tl], and a r-vector v(t) < 0 deJned and continuous on the interval [to, tJ 
except perhaps at values of t corresponding to corners of k, where it possesses 
unique left and right limits, such that the vector p(t) never vanishes and such 
that the following conditions are ful$lled. 
CONDITION I. LetH(x,p,u,t)=F+pr.f 
x’(t) = H, (3.5) 
p’(t) = - (Hz + R;. v) (3.6) 
H, + Ri,’ v = 0 (3.7) 
(vi)T Ri = 0 i = 1,2, ‘.. . (3.8) 
Along K the function H is continuous. At the end points to and t, of x, the 
transversality conditions are satisfied for all admissible variations dx, , dt, 
on tie, and dx, , dt, on $I . 
dg, - Hdt, + e;d$o + p;dx, = 0 
dg, + Hdt, + eTd$, - prdx, := 0 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
e,, and e, are undetermined multipliers. 
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CONDITION II (Weierstrasse). For every element (i(t), p, U(t), t) of I;- 
and every admissible control u(t): 
H(Z’, p, u, t) .;: H(.?, p, li, t) (3.1 I) 
CONDITION III (Clebsch). At each point of k let ri denote the vector 
of zero components of R and let r be a nonzero solution vector of Run ~-7. 0. 
Then at each point of k: 
n’((H f d. R)uu) T 2 0. (3.12) 
These are the principle results we shall need. 
Conditions I, i.e. (3.5)-(3.10) will be referred to as the “natural conditions” 
in accordance with classical variational terminology. 
Conditions I-III are three of the four necessary conditions required to 
establish sufficiency for a minimum of V. 
Returning to the boundary value on p(t,), there are in practice only two 
cases of interest. 
Case (a) x, and x1 fixed points, g, = g, = 0. Here (cl,, = t ~ to , and 
I+$ = f - t, , with x(t,) = x,, , and x(tl) = xi . 
The transversality conditions give, for arbitrary dxi , dti , and i = 0, 1, 
that: 
(- H(t,) -I- eI+‘) dt, = 01 n+1 
(POO) t PO) T.dxo =Oi 
e. = (co , e, ) 
(H(t,) + el;+‘) dt, = 01 
(p(tl) + cl)T &, = 0) el = (‘1 “i+‘) (3.13) 
Thus p(to) and p(tl) are not determined. 
Case (b) x,fixed, go = 0, x(t,) on a surface (CIi = 0. Herep is unchanged 
from case (a). Equation (3.10) defines p(tl) in terms of a multiplier e, . 
dg, + ff(t,) . 4 - p(tl)’ 4 + elT 4, = 0 
e, must be chosen so that the end constraints are satisfied, i.e., x(tl) is deter- 
mined in terms of p(tr) and ei using the transversality conditions, then e, is 
chosen to make I,!Q an identity. 
~li(x(P(tl)l el , tl) = 0 i= 1,2, “‘Si. 
A particular case occurs when there is only one end surface: 
(3.14) 
P(tl) = glz - ( F ;gl’ ) $1.. (3.15) 
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Finally when #i = t - t, , g, = 0, then: 
P(h) = 0 * 
395 
(3.15) 
4. THE RECIPROCAL CONTROL PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
Let us first show that all the control problems of the class formulated and 
solved in Section 3, have a reciprocal formulation in which the extremal k is 
unchanged, but along which the roles of x and p are interchanged. 
The Reciprocal Problem 
Find an extremal of a functional w(x(t), v(t)). 
4x(t),W) = P’(4J x0 -P'(h) Xl + ~;;~*(x,p, u, et, q dt 
where 
F* =F-+prf+xTf* +v=R 
subject to the following constraints: 
P’(L) =f*(p, x, t) = - (Hz + R;. 4 
(Hw + Rz. v) = 0 
vi(t) < 0 i= I,2 ..._ 
Equations (4.4) and (4.5) define u(t) for a given v(t). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
These constraints are the natural conditions from Condition I of the primal 
problem. It will turn out that the natural conditions of this problem are the 
constraints of the primal problem. 
Compare (4.1) with (2.12), and regard (4.3) as the “tangent” constraint. 
The boundary values for p(t) are defined by the primal transversality 
conditions which result in one of Eq. (3.13)-(3.15). To include these cases 
we will assume that p(to) is undetermined (free), and that either 
(9 
or 
(ii) 
p(tl) is free, (4.6) 
4(P(&), G) = 0 * (4.7) 
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This includes the cases where the primal state x(tr) is fixed or free respec- 
tively. This is a new variational problem essentially unchanged from the old 
one, and as a result we can transfer the old results to the new problem. 
Consider the class of admissible pathsp(t) subject to constraints (4.3)-(4.5) 
and (4.6) or (4.7), under the influence of admissible control functions .v(t), 
n(t) which are piecewise doubly continuous. It is clear from the construction 
of the initial primal problem that all the functions involved in the reciprocal 
problem have the required independence and continuity properties. 
THEOREM II. Let G(t), C(t) be an optimal control which gives w a stationary 
value along a path I? de$ned by j(t) on the interval [t,, , tJ. Then there exists an 
n-vector q(t), continuous and defkted on the interval [to , tJ, and an r-vector 
w(t) continuous and de$ned except at corners of i7 where it has unique left and 
right limits, such that the vector q(t) never vanishes and such that the ,following 
conditions are fulfilled. 
Define 
H*(p, q, x, u, v, t) = F* + qT .f*. 
Clearly H* and H will be related via the definition of F*. 
H*==FI-rT.f*+pT.f+Z,T.RI.qT.f* 
-= H(x, p, u, t) -c vT R -c (x + q)r f *. 
The reciprocal conditions can now be written down directly in terms of the 
primal conditions of Theorem I. 
CONDITION I. 
From Eq. (3.7) for x 
p’(t) = H; -.f*. (4.8) 
= (H, + R; v L f*) + (H,, + R; . v) 24, A f:’ (x +- q) 
=f;r’.(x 4-q) 
by (4.3) and (4.4). Thus we have: 
4t) t q(t) = 0. (4.9) 
From Eq. (3.6): 
q’(t) = - H,* 
= - E-r, ---.I’,*‘. (x A q) - (H,, ~- R; . v) . u, . 
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Thus from (4.4) and (4.9) 
q’(t) = - H, . 
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Again from Eq. (3.7), for V: 
H,* +w =0 
= [H,, + RUT. v] u, -+ w + R. 
Thus from (4.4) 
R+w=O. 
However, from (3.8) 
- wi . vi = 0. , - Vi . RRi = 0; i = 1, 2 ‘.. r. (4.11) 
Since H* and H are related, from (4.9) and (4.11) it follows that if H is 
continuous then H* is continuous. 
At the end points t, and t, of k, the transversality conditions are satisfied 
for all admissible variations dx, , dt,, and dx, , dt, on & = 0. 
H*(h) dto + (~0 + q(toNT .4+,,) + eoT dto = 0 (4.12) 
H*(h) 4 + elT44 - 4~) . 44~) - q(QT * #(h) = 0. (4.13) 
From Eq. (4.12) it follows that at time t,, the boundary value for q(t,,) will 
satisfy: 
x0 + q(to) = 0. 
At time t, the various possibilities are as follows: 
(i) &-t-t1 then: 
Xl + 4(h) = 0 
(ii) & = p(h) = 0, +:+I = t - t, with 41 
p(tr) undefined, corresponding to x(tr) free 
(iii) general +r . 
(4.14) 
(4.14) 
K” > B,. 
(4.15) 
q(tJ is determined in terms of the multiplier e, , and p(tr) can be found in 
terms of q(tl) and e, . The multiplier is then chosen to satisfy the end con- 
straints: 
Clwl(~l)~ t1)9 t1) = 0. (4.16) 
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From the reciprocal condition I and the primal condition I it is evident that 
(G, p, zZ, z), t) coincides with (- 9,$, U, 6, t). Thus the extremals k and J? 
coincide. 
From Eq. (4.8)-(4.1 I), the reciprocal control variable x satisfies the original 
differential constraint, and as a result from (4.1) and (4.2): 
v(xo ) G(t) = CL@(t), 6(t)). (4.17) 
Thus the minimum value of Y equals the extremal value of w. It remains to 
state Conditions II and III to consider what kind of extremal this is. 
5. EXAMPLES 
Several examples of the construction of these problems will serve as amuni- 
tion for later sections. 
Minimize 
v=(+).j~(x2tu~)dt 
with 
X’=X+U 
x(0) = c T fixed > 0. 
This problem leads to the following canonical equations 
u+p=o 
p’ =x-p; P(T) = 0 
x’ = +x + u; x(0) = c. 
The reciprocal integrand F* can be constructed as follows 
(5.1) 
F* zF+xT.fA-pT.f* 
= ( x2 ; u2 j + p(x + u) +- x( - x - p) 
X2 
zz -_-- 
2 “2” + Q (u + p)“. 
The reciprocal problem is to find an extremal of: 
w = x(O)p(O) - 4 jr [(x2 + p”) - (u + p)“] dt 
p’ = -x -*; P(T) = 0; (u + p) = 0. 
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Clearly u can be eliminated completely and the reciprocal functional has a 
maximum. 
(5.2) Minimize 
v=* s :(x2 f u”) dt 
where 
x’ = x + u; x(0) = c, x(T) = d 
ax + bu 2 0, fixed T > 0. 
The canonical equations for this problem are: 
u+p+z6=0 
x’ = x + u; x(0) = c, x(T) = d 
p’=-x-p-av no boundary values, 
The reciprocal integrand F* is: 
F*= 
( 
x2 + 242 
2 ) +p(x -t u) + x(- x -p - av) + v(ax + tlu; 
The reciprocal problem is then to find an extremal of: 
w = q(0) - dp(T) - + jr‘ [x2 + (p + TAI)~ - (u + p + ~b)~] dt 
0 
with 
p’=-x-p-av; ufp+vb=O; v GO. 
Clearly u can be eliminated, and this functional has a maximum. 
(5.3) Minimize 
ii 
s 
=(x2 + u”) dt 
0 
where 
x’ = tanh x + u; x(0) = c; fixed T > 0; xu > 0. 
The canonical equations here are as follows: 
u+p+vx=o 
p’= -xxpsech2x-vu P(T) = 0 
x’=tanhx+u x(0) = c. 
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The reciprocal integrand F* has the form: 
F*=~(x*+~~)+p(tanhx+u)+x(--X-psech2x-~vu)+oxu 
; - 8 (9 -k p”) + $ (U + p)” + p (tanh x: - x: sech2 x). 
Thus the reciprocal problem is one of finding an extremal of 
w = cp(0) - 4 J“ [(x2 + p”) - (U + p)” - 2p (tanh x - x sechg x)] dt 
0 
with 
p’ = -x -psech2x -vu; P(T) = 0; u+p+vx=o; v < 0. 
Again u can be eliminated. The nonlinearities of the primal dynamics have 
contributed sign-indefinite terms to F* which remove the possibility of 
finding a maximum. 
6. THE DUAL CONTROL PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
We will define the dual problem as a reciprocal formulation of the primal 
problem whose extremal curve k maximizes the functional W. In order for 
this to occur, additional restrictions must be placed on the convexity of 
H with respect to x. 
Returning to the consideration of the reciprocal functional, the remaining 
necessary conditions will now be given. 
THEOREM II. Condition II (Weierstrasse). For every eZement (4, q, P, u, 
8, t) and every admissible control x(t) and v(t): 
H*($, q, 4 u, 6, t) 3 H*($, 4, x, u, v, t) (6.1) 
Condition III (Clebsch). At each point of k Zet r1 be a nonzero n-vector 
and n2 be a nonzero vector with as many components as d has zeros. Then at 
each point of k: 
w<o 
nTT1=. H,* . ml < 0 (6.2) 
n2T[H* + R= + v],, . r2 < 0. (6.3) 
However since H* is related to H, we can consider these conditions in terms 
of the properties of the primal problem. 
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Proceeding directly reveals that if any of the Clebsch conditions involve 
p(t), they cannot be satisfied because p(t) is not a sign definite function. 
(Contrast this with the results of nonlinear programming where positivity 
conditions on R ensure the multipliers are sign definite.) 
Accordingly consider the following class of primal problems: 
Minimize 
subject to 
x’ = A(t) . x +f(u, t) (6.5) 
44J = x0 , vwl), t1) = 0 (6.6) 
P(X> t) + +, t) 3 0. (6.7) 
The corresponding dual equations can be constructed from (4.1)-(4.5). 
Maximize 
44th v(t)) = x’op(to) - x(Vp(t,) + p*df (6.8) 
subject to 
p’ = - A(t)Tp - ax - p2 =.Z, (6.9) 
4(PW, t) = 0 (6.10) 
A +fu’ P + OUT v = 0 (6.11) 
v,(o (6.12) 
where 
~*=01+~-XT.012-xT.plC.v+pT.~ (6.13) 
We now have the following results: 
THEOREM III. If the functions of 01, 9, - p, - (T are doubly continuous and 
convex functions of x, u, t the extremal curve k maximizes the functional w if 
the extremal curve l? minimizes the functional V. 
Since the extremal curves k and k coincide, the necessary conditions for 
the primal problem verify Condition I for the dual problem. Condition II for 
this problem is equivalent to Condition III. From Condition III for X, 
Eq. (6.2) requires that: 
- ~lhm + f&e 4 Tl < 0 (6.14) 
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which in turn requires that a and ~ p be convex functions of x as speci- 
fied. 
For z’, Eq. (6.3) requires that’: 
~2Tt%(fL~ -I-,f,l;l ‘p A- of;;v)-‘*,‘]7T, GO (6.15) 
from (6.11) which in turn requires that the primal problem has a strong 
local minimum in u along 8, which is certainly true if p and - 0 are convex 
functions of u for all t, as specified. 
7. A LINEAR REGULATOR PROBLEM 
This problem and its dual correspond to the analogous problem of quadratic 
programming. 
Xnimize 
+o , u(t)) = i 1:: (II x II& + II u II3 dt (7.1) 
subject to 
x’ = A(t) x + B(t) u; x(to) = x0 (7.2) 
Cx +Du 20. (7.3) 
Here C is (r x n) and D is (r x m). The solution to this problem is known: 
Let 
ff = 3 II x IQ2 -c II u llR2 + pT . (A(t) x + B(L) 4. 
Then we have 
Ru +BTP +DTv =0 (7.4) 
vT .(Cx + Du)=O (7.5) 
p’ = - Qx - A(t)Tp - CTv; P(h) = 0 (7.6) 
x’ = A(t)x + B(t)u; x(t,) = x0 . (7.7) 
The dual problem is constructed directly from (4.1)-(4.5) and is as follows: 
Maximize 
44th v(t)) = xo’P(to) - + f’ (II x II; + II u ll?t> dt 
to 
(7.8) 
1 If the dual problem is constrained to obey (6.5) in addition to (6.9)~(6.13), it 
seems that a stronger statement can be made about the maximum of w with respect 
to o(t). 
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subject to the following constraints 
p’ = - A(t)Tp - Qx - CTw; P@d = 0 (7.9) 
Ru + BTp + DTv = 0 (7.10) 
w < 0. (7.11) 
This can be further simplified by eliminating u from the dual using Eq. (7.10). 
Necessary conditions for a maximum in x are evidently that Q be positive 
semidefinite, and for w that R be positive definite. 
8. DUALITY AND CONVEXITY 
Let Q(x,; c, xi) be the set of all initial states x,, which can be transferred 
to x1 with cost c or less. We will assume that the set is nonempty, compact, 
and that the boundary points can only be reached using an optimum control. 
We will examine the properties of trajectories which start from neighboring 
points x0 and z0 on the boundary of the set Q. To do this constrain the reci- 
procal problem to obey the extra primal equations: 
x’ =j(x, u, t); x(to> = 20 7 x(h) = Xl (8.1) 
.+ , Ri _= 0 i= 1,2, ‘r. (8.2) 
In view of these conditions the reciprocal functional is correspondingly 
simplified since: 
. r 1: (x’j* + pTj + uTR) dt = xlTp(tl) - zoTp(to). (8.3) 
Thus in terms of w the new functional becomes: 
w@(t), v(t)) = It’(F + x’j” + p7j + eTR) dt + xoTp(to) - xlTp(t,) 
to 
= f:,t - P’(to) ko - x0) 
- Go 7 w> - P(to) ho - x0)- (8.4) 
This relation now gives a very simple and interesting interpretation of the 
dual problem. 
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=Zs suggested by dynamic programming ideas and confirmed by Berko- 
vitz [12] for the class of reciprocal problems generated here, 
and is the normal to the set contained in the contour of equal cost c, which 
we assume is the boundary of Q. By choosing both x,, and zO on the boundary 
of the set D we have that 
if and only if 
This condition is certainly satisfied if the set L? is convex in the vicinity of so 
and zO Thus we make the following deductions: 
Q (x,; c, x4) 
FIG. 5 
(.4) Under the above assumptions on Q a sufficient condition for the 
primal problem to have a dual formulation is that the set 52 be convex. 
(B) Under the above assumptions on B if the dual problem exists, then 
the set Q is convex. 
These conclusions have a number of possible ramifications. Since non- 
linear problems in general appear not to have duals, is this because: 
(a) The set Q is nonconvex. 
(b) The problem can be reformulated so that it has a dual ? 
It is also interesting to note that the class of primal problems which have 
duals, is also the class of problems which are known [14] to have convex 
sets J2. 
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9. A LINEAR TIME OPTIMAL CONTROLPROBLEM 
Consider the reciprocal formulation of the linear time optimal control 
problem. 
Minimize t, - t, where x(&J = x,, and x(tJ = x1 such that 
x’ = A(t) x + B(t) 24 
IulGl. 
(9.1) 
(9.2) 
It is known that for “normal” problems the optimal control is “bang-bang.” 
24 = - sign [Brp] (9.3) 
p' = - AT(t) 'p (9.4) 
and, in particular, p(t,,) is such that 
p(t,)’ (x0 - 4 > 0. (9.5) 
for all z inside the reachable set Q(x,,; t, - t, , xi). The reciprocal formula- 
tion is rather curious because it is in a sense uncontrollable. Using the varia- 
tional approach we have: 
4p(k,), 4 = xoTptt,,) - x~=P(Q i- 1:: (1 +pTBu t ~(1 
subject to the following constraints: 
p’ = - A(t)Tp 
BTp-2.v.u=O 
v(t) < 0. 
u’u)) dt (9.6) 
(9.7) 
(9.8) 
(9.9) 
The boundary values p(t,), p(tl), and the time t, are determined by the trans- 
versality conditions for the primal problem. 
1 +p=(A.x+B.u)=O. (9.10) 
The reciprocal dynamic system has no control. The variational problem is to 
select p(to) and v(t). Manipulation along the lines of Eq. (4.11) shows that 
G(t) . (1 - I2 . u)) = 0. (9.11) 
Under restriction (9.9) this condition is a maximum except at points where 
jTBBT$ = 0, corresponding to instantaneous singular points. Using (9.11) 
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and the optimal policy for c(t) the funtional w reduces to the simpler form of 
selecting p(tO) in order to maximize: 
4p(to), 4t) = (4 - to) - PT(f”)(4fo--So) (9.12) 
using Eqs. (9.1)-(9.4), where x(t,) is that point which reaches x1 when p(t,J 
initiates the dynamics (9.7). I n view of (9.5) it is clear that if x(t,) lies on the 
boundary of R then the correct choice in fact maximises the reciprocal 
functional. 
10. UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS, ERROR ESTIMATION 
Initially we suggested that finding the lowest point subject to constraints, 
had a dual problem of finding the highest tangent. Now that both formula- 
tions of a problem can be generated it remains to apply this idea to obtain 
upper and lower bounds for the performance of an approximate solution. 
When both primal and dual exist, 
S = MUin [v(x~ , u(t))] = y,;x [w(x(t), v(t)] = cj 
or more usefully: 
v(xo ) z&(t)) 3 i = 6 ‘2 u+,(t), z&(t)). 
Where u, is, any nominal control sequence and x,,(t) is the resulting trajector! 
with multiplier v,(t). Given these quantities we can compute two numbers v 
and w which bound the optimal performance 5 = 6. The measure of the 
deviation v - w can, if used “sparingly,” predict 1;. It will be a measure of 
optimality. The algorithm for performing this estimation can be combined in a 
successive approximation scheme and requires the computation of only two 
additional equations. The stages involved are as follows: 
(a) Obtain by some means an admissable feasible nominal control 
sequence Qt). 
(b) Compute the resulting state trajectory forwards in time, together 
with the cost funtional v: 
x,’ =f(xn . u, . t) x(to) = x0 
@n 1 %I 9 t) 2 0. 
(c) Obtain the upper bound to cost 
4x0 7 UnW = Ax, ) t1) + J 
t1 F(x, u, t)dt 
to 
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(d) Compute the final boundary values for p(tJ using the transversality 
conditions. 
(e) Compute the adjoint trajectory p(t) back from t, to t, generating 
v,(t) subject to the negativity condition. 
p’ = - Hz - RT, ’ v, 
H,, -t RUT . v, = 0 
vn GO. 
(f) Compute the lower bound W: 
Thus by this means the two numbers v and w are computed using only one 
computation of the 2n + 2 equations. The bounds are however assymetric 
with respect to the optimum and the mean (v + w)/2 gives an estimate of 
dubious value. This difficulty can be avoided by improving the control 
scheme and predicting the optimum from the trend of the bounds as they 
converge together. This proves to be fairly accurate. One technique which 
can be used is to employ a successive approximation improvement of u,(t) 
using the information already computed. The improvement step is: 
s+dt) = dt) - 4Hu + RuT .~1 E>O 
The estimated improvement in v is found to be: 
is=--• s t1 [Hu + RUT. v,JT . [H, + RUT vn] . dt, E EO. to 
(There is no improvement when v, # 0, on the boundary.) As a result, if E 
is small enough for the linear analysis to hold, the bounds should converge. 
Their trend gives an accurate estimate of the optimum performance. An 
example of this technique has already been given [15, 161. 
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